
VILLA FERRA

TRADITIONAL & UNIQUE | TRADITIONAL ITALY

6 Bedrooms 12 Guests POA
 



 



   Air Conditioning
   Chef service available
   Near shops/restaurants
   Near the beach
   Romantic villa
   With seaviews

 

"A stunning villa perched on Castiglione hill, just a short taxi ride or pleasant five minutes walk away from
the Piazzetta."

From the stunning terraces of the villa, guests are treated to splendid views over the whole of Capri and in
particular, the Gulf of Naples and Vesuvius. In the evenings one will experience a magical atmosphere
inspired by thousands of lights from houses, villas and hotels shining in the distance.

The main terrace on the ground floor is the largest one and here you can take a dip into the large pool of 20
x 8 meters or relax in a cozy bar-spot made of Capri stones and brick benches, equipped with a
refrigerator, a freezer, a sink and an icemaker.

Beside the pool there is a nice gazebo with sofas and pretty wood tables, all covered by white fabrics and
blinds. In this area you find the outside kitchen with cookers, a pizza oven, a sink and a double barbecue to
prepare fish and meat on the grills. Through the main terrace you can access to the elegant drawing room,
floored with blue ceramics tiles and refined with elegant sets of sofas, crystal tables, antique furnitures and
a black piano. Beside the drawing room there is a large kitchen with cooker, dishwasher, electrical oven,
microwave, american fridge with freezer and 2 video intercoms.

On the second floor six bedrooms and six bathrooms are accessed by a marble staircase that rises from
the drawing room. Each terrace of the three large bedrooms, all with air conditioning systems and private
bathrooms (ensuite with shower), overlook an amazing view of Capri town and the Gulf of Naples.

On the second floor there are another two bedrooms with ensuite bathrooms and the master room.The
gorgeous large suite has an elegant black marble bathroom "en suite" with a wonderful jacuzzi bath and a
large shower. The room is elegantly furnished with XIX century furniture and a library.From the private
terrace you can enjoy a unique view of the sea of Naples and Vesuvius.


